We discuss the possible interpretation of X(3872) as a DD * hadronic molecule with J P C = 2 −+ . Using the phenomenological Lagrangian approach, we studied its radiative and strong decay properties. We find that our model with about 97.6% isospin zero component explains the existing data nicely. We predict the partial widths of the radiative and strong decays of X(3872) and show that the measurement of the ratio B(X(3872) → χ c0 π 0 )/B(X(3872) → χ c1 π 0 ) may signal the nature of X(3872).
Introduction
In our recent work 1 , we presented a composite model for X(3872) with J P C = 2 −+ which is favored by recent experiment 2 by regarding it as a DD * bound state. Based on an effective Lagrangian approach, we fitted the parameters using the existing data and found that X(3872) is dominantly an isospin singlet. With this clear and straight model, we calculated the radiative and strong decay properties of X(3872).
Hadronic Molecular Structure of X(3872) with
We write the wave function of X(3872) in terms of charge eigenstates as
or equivalently, in terms of the isospin eigenstates as |X(3872) = cos φ|X(3872) I=0 + sin φ|X(3872) I=1 ,
with cos θ = (cos φ + sin φ)/ √ 2 and sin θ = (cos φ − sin φ)/ √ 2 and Our composite model is based on the effective Lagrangian describing the interaction between X(3872) and its constituents
where g
is the effective coupling constant for the interaction between X(3872) and its neutral (charged) constituents. ω v and ω p are mass ratios with definitions
2 ) illustrates the finite size of the molecule, and in the calculation, its Fourier transformΦ
) with the size parameter Λ X parameterizing the distribution of the constituents inside the molecule has been applied. The tensor C N µν is defined as
Substituting the neutral constituents with the corresponding charged ones, one can get the explicit form of C C µν . Relation between the mixing angle θ defined in Eq. (1) and the coupling constant g
can be yielded using the compositeness condition Z X = 0 3,4 with Z X as the wave function renormalization constant of X(3872) which is defined as
where
relates to the mass operator via the relation
with " · · · " denoting terms do not contribute to the mass renormalization of X(3872). Explicitly, we have the following relations 
Radiative and Strong Decay Properties
Using the model (4), we calculated the radiative and strong decay widths. Except the coupling constant between the molecule and its constituents which is determined Properties of X(3872) as a hadronic molecule with a negative parity 3 using the compositeness condition, other coupling constants are borrowed from the effective Lagrangian approaches.
In our numerical calculation, we take the mixing angle φ and the size parameter Λ X as free parameters to fit the following data
= 0.14 ± 0.05 Belle 6 ; 0.33 ± 0.12 BaBar 7 .
We find that we can reproduce all the above data except R 3 by Belle 6 . If the Belle data for R 3 is favored in future experiments, our model will be excluded.
It should be stressed that we can reproduce the above three data with only two parameters so our model is nontrivial. Combining with the data R 4 = B(X(3872) → γψ(2S))/B(X(3872) → J/ψπ + π − ) = 1.1 ± 0.4 from BaBar 7 , we restrict ourselves to the case with φ = 9
• and the corresponding Λ X = 2.8 − 3.0 GeV. Our results of relevant ratios are given in Table. 1. Table 1 . The ratio with fitted parameters φ = 9 • and Λ X = 2.8 − 3.0 GeV. The last two rows are data. Table 3 . The partial widths related to the data from the fitted parameters φ and Λ X . Table 4 . Partial widths for X(3872) → χ cJ π 0 decays. In Table. 2 we present our numerical results of the coupling constants g
Our bigger results than the corresponding ones in the case X(3872) with J P C = 1 ++ 8 are because we need stronger attractive interaction in the P −wave case to compensate the repulsive interaction induced by angular momentum.
In terms of the isospin basis, one can write the wave function of X(3872) as
But this dominant isospin singlet component does not mean the decay X → J/ψπ + π − is strongly suppressed compared to X → J/ψπ + π − π 0 decay because the later process is strongly suppressed by the phase space factor. The explicit calculation yields the ratio consistent with the experimental data given by (10) .
In Table. 3 we give the partial widths for decays with J/ψ or ψ(2S) in the final states. All results are of order of KeV. The inclusion of other components may change our results. In case of J/ψω and J/ψρ are the components 8,9 , the magnitudes of the strong decay widths may be increased and the results depend on the probability of these components. In this sense, if the strong decay widths for tensor X(3872) are observed bigger than our present results, one may conclude that it cannot be a pure DD * molecule and other component should be included. If the X(3872) is regarded as a mixing state of cc and DD * , one may borrow the lesson from the X(3872) with 1 ++ case 10 to naively expect that this change of the wave function of X(3872) may increase the magnitude of radiative decay width give in Table. 3. Although all these cases should be calculated in detail, the precise measurement of the strong decays can provide some clues on the structure of X(3872). Table. 4 is the summary of our numerical results for the decays of X(3872) → χ cJ π 0 . One can yield the following ratio of the partial widths
which indicates that, compared with X → χ c0 π 0 , X → χ c1 π 0 is strongly suppressed. Similarly to the radiative decay, including other components may change our numerical results. In case of the cc and J/ψω components are included, the magnitudes for the partial widths might be changed but their ratio must be kept since they are definitely isospin singlets so they do not contribute to these decays. On the contrary, complication arises if X(3872) has a J/ψρ component. So that, in the case X(3872) with J P C = 2 −+ , the strong suppression of the decay X(3872) → χ c1 π compared with the decay X(3872) → χ c0 π 0 may signal the pure DD * molecular structure of X(3872).
Conclusion
By regarding the hidden charm meson X(3872) with J P C = 2 −+ as a DD * bound state, we found that our model with dominant isospin zero component can explain the existing date quite well. We also predicted the partial widths for X(3872) → γJ/ψ, X(3872) → γψ(2S), X(3872) → J/ψπ + π − , X(3872) → J/ψπ + π − π 0 and X(3872) → χ cJ π 0 . And, from our study, comparison of these values with the future experiments will shed a light on the nature of X(3872).
